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摘  要 
 







































With the development of economy, advancement of the society and improvement 
of people’s environment protection consciousness, the quality of environment is more 
and more concerned by the public. However, how to detect environment is still an 
issue. The major problem environment detect instrument faced is how to improve the 
level of detect technology, ensure detect data quality, and how to make correct 
assessment to environment pollution status. 
Based on people’s require to environment protection, here we try our best to 
design and produce environment detect instrument. In fact, it can work under various 
circumstances, read data on the spot and store environment parameter. In terms of 
consequence, the main comments are as follows: 
Firstly, the article compares the traditional design method with software and 
hardware cooperation design method, and make a plan to the whole structure of 
hardware and software based on the latter. 
Secondly, as to the design of hardware system, it uses P89C61X2 microchip as 
the core processor to design the control system of environment detect instrument, the 
system is divided into 5 modules, and design hardware and software of every module. 
Thirdly, the system uses CPLD to realize the interface of environment detect 
instrument, CPLD makes the interface simplifier and enhances PCB’s performance. 
The system realized some general peripheral interface circuit such as data bus, address 
coding, logic circuit, based on one EPM7128S chip. Meanwhile, the ISP feature of 
CPLD makes modification easier. 
The last is debugging course, which can be divided into two phases: the first 
phase is debugging circuit based on bread board; the second phase is debugging PCB. 
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反复调试电路，并 终完成仪器主控板的 PCB 布板。 
2．本系统中设计出两部分程序代码：主控单片机下的 C51 程序代码和 CPLD
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对 51 单片机进行编程的 C51 语言，完成了各部分相关模块的功能实现代码和使
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    根据 IEEE（国际电气和电子工程协会）的定义，嵌入式系统为“控制、监
视或者辅助某个设备、机器或工厂运作的装置”（原文为  devices used to 
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